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The Smithy of the Soul 

 

Et ignotas animum dimittit in artes (“And he sent his soul down into the unknown 

arts”)—this first, and in my mind, most important line sparked my interest in A Portrait 

of the Artist as a Young Man, by James Joyce, from its very beginning and kept me 

connected to the struggle of Stephen Dedalus throughout its entirety. 

I slowly realized that Stephen’s conflictbetween the artistic soul, able to create 

meaning from the immaterial, and reality, which is grounded in the dirty imperfections of 

the physicalhas been mine as well since my birth. By reflecting upon some of my own 

experiences, I have found that up until now, I have never been able to verbalize the 

ensnaring nature of reality, and I believe that James Joyce has motivated me to begin 

understanding my artistic soul’s transcendent impact on my life. 

The word artist was once an enigma for me, and I believe it was so 

incomprehensible simply because I was looking for the artist in all the wrong places. As a 

child, the world outside of myself was so large and fascinating that my quest for 

understanding was mostly external. I would search for beauty in nature, and was 

awestruck by how the emotions expressed through certain pieces of music and acting 

could conjure waves of pleasure up my spine. I feel that the external world is where 

Stephen started his labyrinthine journey as well. Competition, like that found at Stephen’s 

school, is often embedded in the harshness of the physical reality. Joyce alludes to this by 

comparing the silk badges worn in an academic contest to the War of Roses between two 

English houses, the York and Lancaster. What became so appealing to me was that after 

Stephen lost, instead of feeling despair, he was drawn to how each rose worn by his 

competitors was a unique color and therefore equally “beautiful.” To me it seemed as if 

Stephen’s artistic perspective constructed a bridge out of the harsh reality of winning and 

losing. However, he decided that there was no such thing as a “green rose” until he could 

find one “somewhere in the world” (25). This internal thought process revealed that he 

was still limited by the constraints of reality; he was searching for things that only existed 

in the physical world. I laughed because, like me, Stephen was already an artist and yet 

he was not aware of it himself. Looking back, I now recognize that this is not a problem, 

but instead is a fundamental part of the process of an artist’s maturing. 
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I have never been more excited in my life because for the first time I feel that 

someone else has experienced my struggle, and I no longer think of myself as an 

anomaly. People have always called me weird, made fun of me for having strange 

thoughtssuch as how my personal identity is like the shell of a hermit crab and often 

told me that what I am saying is a non sequitur for instance, when I relate math to 

poetry. To this day I don’t understand how anything can be a non sequitur. I feel that all 

aspects of life are interwoven whether one chooses to accept it or not. When Stephen 

realized how strange it was that Protestants made fun of the phrase “Tower of Ivory” and 

“House of Gold,” I felt as if my connection with Stephen’s artistic journey became 

indissoluble. I can’t even quantify how many times I have agreed with Stephen that if 

people just thought about metaphors (comparisons between things that don’t necessarily 

relate in reality) then they “could understand them.”  Just as a hermit crab discards a shell 

that is too confining in search of something larger, I too find that I shed my ego when it 

becomes too restrictive for my continually growing thoughts. I could tell Stephen was 

making great strides in artistic maturity because he was beginning to realize that things in 

reality can be transmuted by the mind and compared to what some think is unusually 

dissimilar (51). 

Still I have often thought about what happens when I conjure up beauty in my 

mind that doesn’t apply to reality. What if reality becomes so dark and dirty that 

whatever I create in my mind feels insignificant in comparison and becomes 

overshadowed and deconstructed as fast as its created?  I looked to nature for a model of 

everlasting beauty, but even that can be overrun by pollution and decay. I felt helpless 

when Stephen began falling into a trap that I found often ensnared me. When he thought 

of “wine,” the word sparked his artistic soul to create lush images of fertile fields, yet 

these thoughts were dulled by the nauseating smell of alcohol on the “rector’s breath” 

(54). When I passed by Harris Ranch for the first time, the filth and odor of excrement 

actually changed the taste of milk and meat for me, just as it did for Stephen when he first 

viewed the gross reality of the “cow yard” (68). I have often felt that reality dominates 

my artistic soul and I am but a helpless puppet. I could only empathize with Stephen as 

his soaring soul was “cast down” into the streets of Dublin, and its artistic wings 

seemingly clipped (80). This novel engaged me because it was like looking into a mirror 
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of my own childhood life and being able to see why I had felt anxious about observing 

something scary that might forever change my perception.  

I turned to performing because for some reason acting and singing allow me to 

experience trauma at a safe personal distance. As an actor, I achieve catharsis. As  

Stephen did, I recognize that a play takes on a life of its own, and I am able to simply let 

go of myself and transform. It is one place where I can truly connect with my community 

and feel unaffected by reality. Recently, I have been performing in Bat Boy as both the 

wannabe stud Rick Taylor and an intolerant old lady who obsessively cuddles a stuffed 

terrier. For this show, we had to let go of our inhibitions and embrace characters far 

removed from reality in an authentic way. Our intention was to suspend the disbelief of 

the audience comically, during an over-the-top tragedy, in order to grasp at meaning 

hidden below the surface of reality. Bat Boy deals with the dichotomy between the 

civilized and bestial creature inside every human being, and by the end of every show I 

feel that even the audience becomes an active part of the story. However, like Stephen, I 

found these feelings are only temporary, and at the end of a show, the union with fellow 

man is “magically deformed” and reality always awaits to once again take hold of me. I 

knew that performance is one thing an artist does, but it does not define the artist (86). 

As this novel progressed, I found that it brought me to a chapter of my life that is 

very difficult to speak of to others, even though I know it well. Reality was no longer an 

external force for me, but came to rest within my system. I felt infected down to my core 

with acne. This may sound superficial and trivial, but mine was cystic and potentially 

scarring for life. If anything could teach you patience at a young adolescent age, it would 

be acne; I had to wait the longest few years of my life for the oozing to stop and the 

marks to heal. It’s not identical to Stephen’s lustful struggle, but I certainly felt as if I was 

a “barren shell of the moon” and was “drifting amid life” (94). Similar to Stephen, I 

wanted to “mortify” my senses, to feel numb when someone stared (138). I felt as though 

my creativity and vitality were sucked from me by the unavoidable reality. I used to feel 

foolish for wasting those years because of shame, and even in the process of organizing 

this essay I almost tricked myself into saying I disagreed with Stephen’s desire to kill his 

connection with reality. But I too loathed reality and wanted it cast from my life. I 

recognize now that those painful years were also essential for my growth as an artist.  
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“To live to err, to fall, to triumph, to recreate life out of life!”  I can’t say an 

“angel” came to me and “opened all the gates of life,” but rather I journeyed into the 

labyrinth of myself and found a magic thread that led me to real treasure (156). It was 

always there, and its secret hid within the word artist. My epiphany came to me in the 

form of a house. My old house was not worth much. Some would say it was a matchbox, 

and when I returned to its flame-gutted shell one day I was certain that it was. It was once 

tucked away in a little village filled with school faculty and their families. Each house in 

the village, including my own, was initially surrounded by dirt, and I took pleasure in 

planting grass, creating gardens, knowing everyone, and feeling at home. Everybody was 

compelled to move from the village in order to make way for a new gymnasium, and 

when I returned to see my house it appeared to have melted from the inside. The plaster 

of the walls formed bubbles, and the interior was stained black with sour smelling soot. I 

wasn’t in despair, and I did not reject the reality of the barren wreck that was once my 

house. Its distracting physicality was now stripped bare. It was as if the desolation of the 

house helped define the contrasting image of my home before the fire. My house was 

once vibrant with the music we played together as a family, the unique humor we shared, 

and the rowdy creativity that we all mischievously took part in shaping. My home was 

not this house but the empty space that it defined. Like Stephen, from the “gross earth or 

what it brings forth, from sound and shape and colour which are the prison gates of our 

soul, an image of beauty” I came to understand freed me from reality (185). This is my 

artistry:  I am an artist, and I can take the truth of reality and transform it into music, 

acting, writing, or any discipline I choose to explore, for even empty space is my 

worktable; it always has been. And even my home is infinitely vast. 

Stephen, at the end of A Portrait, comes to understand his uninhibited artistic 

nature, too. His winding path to self-realization mysteriously coincides with mine, for the 

end of this novel is only the beginning of his long, unexplored “reality” of artistic life. 

However, at this last moment I feel that I diverge from Stephen’s path. His is a path 

“away from home and friends,” a path of solitude (223). But I see others as an 

unavoidable part of reality that must be embraced. Companionship is vital to art, for 

sympathy provides the desire for “radiance” to others (189). Through Joyce I have been 

able to see myself even more clearly reflected through Stephen’s eyes, and that alone 
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proves to me the eternal value of art. It is out of love that I plunge back into the dark 

passageways of reality so that I too can one day weave a magic thread and allow others to 

see themselves in my creations. 
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